### Project Contractual Name
EU-FSM Sustainable Energy Accompanying Measures (SEAM) Project

### Project Common Name
FSM Sustainable Energy (FSM.SE) Project

### Donor
European Union

### Implementing Agency
The Pacific Community (SPC) in partnership with FSM Department of Resources & Development

### Timeframe
3 years (2022 to 2025)

### Indicative Budget for Output 1
EUR 653,000 (USD 771,389)

### Activities covered under indicative budget for Output 1
- Activity 1.1 Stocktaking of baseline energy information for FSM
- Activity 1.2 Support Reform in Improving the Energy policy, legislative and institutional framework in FSM
- Activity 1.3 Support the establishment of RE and EE standards

### Tasks covered per Activity
- Task 1.1.1 Energy system and energy demand compilation
- Task 1.1.2 Legislative and institutional framework stocktake and situation analysis
- Task 1.1.3 Gender and right-based analysis
- Task 1.3.1 Setting minimum requirements for RE standards for the power sector
- Task 1.3.2 Undertake a situation analysis study of establishing Energy performance standards of electrical appliances
- Task 1.3.3 Undertake a situation analysis study of establishing Energy performance standard of vehicles

### Targets
- Policies/legislations at National and State level updated
- All 4 States have equivalent/similar policies/legislation re. energy performance and EE&RE standards and incentives
- At least 1 New/revised energy-related policies/laws developed which integrate gender and rights-based approaches
- IPP and PPA guidelines and supporting private sector incentives established

### Baseline Information
- No RE standards for the power sector, vehicles and appliances.
- Only Pohnpei has a net metering Act
- Limited integration of gender and rights-based approaches in current energy legislation
- No IPP & PPA guidelines and partnership frameworks drafted with the support of the intervention